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The team at Newspack has assembled a playbook for how to deepen your relationship with your
audience at a time of unprecedented demand for local news. And it plans to release a new
WordPress plugin to streamline email newsletter publishing at a time when everyone is pressed.
The plugin will initially be released to Newspack customers April 17 and eventually to anyone
who runs WordPress -- roughly 70 percent of small and medium-sized local news sites.
The playbook is drawn from materials assembled by some of the best experts in the field: Dan
Oshinsky, a noted newsletter consultant, News Revenue Hub, a not-for-profit that advises on
newsletter development, and folks at Harvard and Columbia who created definitive guides for
taking newsletters to the next level.
Why now? Why us?
Rarely have local news organizations covered a story that commands such sustained attention.
A story that is simultaneously global, national and local. That is deeply personal, affecting every
individual. And is so all encompassing, touching on public health, science, government, politics,
jobs, the economy, education, family, the arts, sports -- every facet of life.
Journalists across the globe have risen to the challenge, throwing everything they have at this
epic story, even as it wreaks havoc on the news business (and in many cases our personal
lives). Less attention, understandably, has been devoted to the unprecedented opportunity it
presents: to build awareness of our work, establish credibility and connection with readers, and
form the lasting relationships that are crucial to any sustainable media model. This is a story
that will be with us for the foreseeable future. It’s one that we can use to build the kind of
enduring trust with readers upon which the future of local journalism must be founded.
A plugin and a playbook alone will hardly accomplish all that. But in newsrooms that are
stretched to the limit, anything that can speed the work and sharpen business skills is an asset.
And email newsletters are one of the most efficient and effective ways to do that.
Newspack, founded last year with funding from Google, Lenfest, the Knight Foundation and Civil
Media, seeks to address the needs of local journalists by building an affordable and informed
platform for the publication, distribution and monetization of news content. That’s our big play.
In the meantime, we think we can make a difference in the short-term by helping organizations
deepen the relationship they’re already developing with readers who are hungry for their
coronavirus coverage. We hope you find it helpful.
- Kinsey Wilson, Head of Newspack

The package:
What is it?
THE PLUGIN: The plugin uses Gutenberg’s new pattern library, to recommend best-of-breed
layouts and suggested copy elements, allowing an editor to assemble a world-class newsletter
on the fly -- all within the WordPress editing interface. The plugin also allows you to select a
mailing list and automatically send the newsletter to that list without ever going into your email
service provider (ESP). This initial version will be integrated with Mailchimp, simply because it’s
the most commonly used ESP by small and medium-sized news organizations. But support for
others will be provided as demand warrants.
We’re also exploring how to present newsletter analytics and manage lists directly within the
WordPress interface. These features will likely ship as an integral part of Newspack, a
meta-plugin and service of WordPress.com that provides a comprehensive cloud-based
publishing, distribution and monetization platform tailored to the needs of news publishers.
THE PLAYBOOK: The playbook (below) pulls together best practices around newsletter
composition, audience acquisition, measurement and revenue development, tailored to the
demands of the current coronavirus crisis.
Who is for?
Just about anyone who is publishing news about the coronavirus pandemic. Those who have an
existing newsletter and want to improve it. Those spinning off a dedicated coronavirus
newsletter. Or those who are just getting started. It’s also designed for anyone trying to optimize
the performance of their newsletter. It’s divided into four sections: Content and Layout, Driving
Growth, Measuring Performance and Generating Revenue. Simply skip to whatever sections
appear most relevant.
Special thanks to Elizabeth Hansen who pointed us to work that she and Emily Goligoski did for
the T
 ow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University and that E
 mily Roseman, Caroline
Porter, Joseph Lichterman, Jacqueline Boltik, Charley Bodkin, Francisco Rivera, Abigail
Hartstone, and Bobby Courtney did for n
 ewsletterguide.org, a
 project of the Shorenstein Center
at the Harvard Kennedy School and the Lenfest Institute. Thanks as well to Mary Walter-Brown
of News Revenue Hub, who shared insights from a recent Zoom call with her clients. To Dan
Oshinsky of the I nbox Collective, who assembled many of the insights he regularly provides to
news organizations. And to Jim Brady of S
 pirited Media, who found examples of smart
newsletter practices and annotated them for this guide.
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Why Newsletters?
If you’ve gotten this far it is probably obvious. But perhaps worth restating succinctly:
●
●
●
●
●
●

They are a quick, concise way to help readers get up to speed on the news at a time
when they are inundated by alerts, social feeds and news from other sources.
They signal intent. Because they’re voluntary, there’s a good bet you’ve already
captured genuine reader interest.
They’re measurable. You know how many are sent. And how many opened. You can
gauge the level of interest over time.
They connect you directly with readers and give you an opportunity to address them in a
personal way.
They are an important lead-generation tool for membership and subscriptions
They serve as both an acquisition tool and a retention tool key elements of any
sustained reader revenue strategy.

As the authors of the Newsletter Guide note in their opening section, “As direct revenue from
readership becomes more crucial to sustainable business models, legacy news organizations
and startups alike increasingly depend on email to drive paid subscriptions or memberships.
Once readers begin paying, newsletters act as a critical retention tool. Email is also an effective
medium for driving other revenue sources, such as events and advertising.”

Newsletter options
The Newsletter Guide offers several framing mechanisms for deciding whether and what kind of
newsletter to launch (or maintain). It’s good to revisit these periodically as circumstances
change, even if you’ve already have an established newsletter routine.
You can read them here, so we won’t repeat them. But they boil down to this: Defining the
●
●
●

Value proposition
Goals and measures of success
Resource constraints

Whether you already have a newsletter or not, you may want to scan these options that Dan
suggests to anyone covering the Coronavirus pandemic.
FOR THOSE WHO DON’T HAVE A NEWSLETTER:
❏ Launch a daily newsletter — Now is a great time to launch a daily newsletter to support
your community and offer the news, resources, and information they need to stay
informed about this crisis. Consumers are engaged and want to read more about what’s
happening in their community — many news organizations are seeing higher-than-usual
engagement on their newsletters during this crisis. Newsletters that drive a daily reading

habit now are also likely to continue to see success after this crisis is over. (See content
recommendations below).
❏ Launch a weekly COVID-19 newsletter — If you don’t have the resources for a daily
newsletter, a weekly product can still be useful to readers, especially in communities
where the spread of the virus is not quite as widespread. If you launch a weekly product,
make sure you’re offering the news, resources, and information readers need to stay
informed about this crisis. (See content recommendations below).
FOR EVERYONE ELSE:
❏ Launch no additional newsletters — For many news organizations, this is actually the
most sensible course of action. Instead of launching a secondary product, adjust your
daily newsletter to fully cover the crisis, or build a COVID-19 section into the newsletter.
This allows you to build readership for a product that will be around for years to come.
❏ Launch a daily pop-newsletter — This would be a daily newsletter that covers all of the
COVID-19 news and information a reader would need to stay informed about the crisis.
As the crisis abates, you would stop sending this newsletter to readers. It would
potentially be very useful to readers, but is also a significant lift for most newsrooms.
❏ Instead of a daily newsletter, you could also think about creating a breaking news
alert just for major news around COVID-19 in your community.
❏ Here’s one example from the Montana Free Press
❏ Launch a COVID-19 product that provides a specific service — Your crisis-specific
newsletter could cover another issue in your community:
❏ Resources specifically for parents and their children
❏ Listings of restaurants and grocery stores that are open to the community
❏ A guide to ways to support others in your community
❏ Ideas for ways to stay active and entertained during the crisis. (See this
example from La Repubblica in Rome, which has a newsletter called
"Restando.a Casa" ("Staying Home") to give readers ideas for things to
watch, read, cook, and do at home.)
❏ These newsletters could be produced daily or weekly, and offer additional value
to your readers.
❏ Launch a weekly or monthly Letter from the Editor — This allows you to stay in touch
with your readers about what your organization is doing to support the community during
this crisis and highlight the exceptional work your team is doing. With this sort of
newsletter, take readers behind the scenes, be transparent about the reporting process,
and offer a call-to-action to encourage readers to support your work. Here’s an example
from the Salt Lake Tribune.

Content and Layout
You can check out some of our proposed layouts in the new Newspack Newsletter plugin or in
these screengrabs.
But some of the best COVID-19 newsletters contain one or more of these elements:
● An inviting intro, ideally written in the voice of a journalist you come to know over time.
● The latest numbers, geared to your locality or region
● Maps that help you understand the virus's spread (An example from WBUR in Boston).
● One thing you should know if you don’t read anything else
● Top local COVID-19 stories of the day
● Curated COVID-19 stories from around the state/nation/world
● Call to Action (Subscribe, join)
● Other news
● Coronavirus resources
● What we’re reading (and why)
Dan elaborates on how to think about some of these elements:
❏ Establish a human voice in your community — The news can feel overwhelming these
days. Have a specific staffer (or a small team of staffers) write the newsletter so that
readers have a voice to anchor them during the crisis. (Think of Edward R. Murrow
during World War II, or Walter Cronkite during Vietnam. Having that established, credible
voice in the community matters.) Be empathetic and honest with readers.
❏ Provide service to readers even if they don’t click out — Give readers key facts and
figures within the newsletter. Readers may be overwhelmed by the news, and may not
want to read more deeply on the topic. Make sure they get the news they absolutely
need to know just by opening the newsletter.
❏ Curate your best stories — Make sure readers are getting only the most important
pieces of the day. Consider curating other stories from other news organizations, too, as
a service to readers.
❏ Find the right time to send this newsletter — Many daily newsletters go out first thing in
the morning, but that doesn’t mean yours should, too. Find a time when you can deliver
useful updates to readers. That could mean sending it in the afternoon, after your local
officials have delivered their daily coronavirus briefing, or at the end of the day, so
readers can catch up with what happened in the past few hours. Your staff is already
stretched, too, so make sure the briefing goes out at a time when you have the editorial
resources to produce such a product.
In general, we’re inclined to favor email newsletters that are editorially driven and work as a
standalone product. That doesn’t mean they have to be tremendously labor intensive. But it

does mean writing an inviting intro. And capturing the “nut graf” or the essence of any story you
highlight so readers can understand the import without having to click out to your site. At a
national level, Axios does a very good job of blending editorial insight -- what they’ve branded
Smart Brevity -- with links to slightly longer stories. So much so, that they’re now marketing their
approach to other organizations. But there are plenty of local examples too. Jim has links to a
number of examples below.
To get a sense of the editorial workflow involved in such letters check out this section from the
Newsletter Guide.

Onboarding and engagement
Even after they sign up, don’t expect readers to simply dive into your emails. Launch a
“welcome series” that introduces them to your publication and what they can expect to get.
Dan has a particularly good set of recommendations on this score.If you’re already doing this,
skip down to recommendations for how to refine that for COVID-19 coverage.
❏ Launch a full welcome series — If you’ve never launched a welcome series, or your
welcome series only consists of one email, this is the right time to up your game. This
sort of welcome series is crucial in the first 30 days after a reader signs up for your
newsletter. A great series establishes a relationship with the reader, builds trust, and
guides them through the next steps on their journey. Also of note: Welcome emails open
at a much higher rate than regular newsletters. Every time a reader engages with an
email, it improves your brand’s standing with inbox providers like Gmail, Outlook, and
Yahoo, helping you reach a better tab/folder in the inbox. If you’re sending an
onboarding series for the first time, make sure you:
❏ Send an initial welcome email — This is often called the “Hallmark” email,
because the message in the subject line (“Welcome!” “Thanks!” “Congrats!”) is
something you might find on a greeting card. Make sure you tell readers what
they’ll be getting in their inbox and when they’ll get it. Send this email
immediately after a reader subscribes.
❏ Send a Talking Head email — This is an email from a staffer introducing
themselves and the mission of the organization. This email gives readers a
chance to get to know the personal stories of the team that’s producing this
reporting, and allows you to build a relationship between readers and your staff.
This typically goes out 3-5 days after the Hallmark email.
❏ Send an Evergreen email — Give readers a list of evergreen resources to help
them navigate this crisis, from links to your site to guides on ways to help. Send
this 3-5 days after the Talking Head email.

❏ Ask readers questions — Use your onboarding series to solicit story ideas or just
talk directly with readers. Readers may have concerns or questions at this time,
and use email to get readers to reply and start a conversation. As a bonus:
Driving engagement with readers is one of the best ways to improve your email
deliverability and inbox placement. This can be produced as a standalone email,
or built into a Hallmark or Talking Head email.
ALREADY HAVE A WELCOME SERIES? ADAPT IT TO THE COVID CRISIS:
❏ Adjust your existing emails — Edit your welcome series to make sure new readers are
getting a welcome series customized to the moment. Make sure you:
❏ Address the crisis — If your newsletters are shifting to exclusively cover
COVID-19 in your community, make sure your onboarding series explains that.
You can always revert to the original copy down the road, but for now, make sure
new readers know that you’re focused on covering this crisis.
❏ Don’t promote products that might seem unnecessary at this moment — Many
news organizations have an email in their welcome series to promote other
newsletter products (i.e. newsletters covering arts and culture, food, or travel),
which might not make sense at this moment. If you do send that type of email,
adjust those newsletters to promote more relevant products, or pause those
newsletters entirely.
❏ Ask readers questions — Use your onboarding series to solicit story ideas or just
talk directly with readers. Readers may have concerns or questions at this time,
and use email to get readers to reply and start a conversation. As a bonus:
Driving engagement with readers is one of the best ways to improve your email
deliverability and inbox placement.

Growth
Are you building a growth strategy to support these newsletters? Consider the following:
❏ Adjust your calls-to-action — Make sure that any CTAs you run on your site address the
current crisis — the value for readers right now is in providing news and information to
help them through the crisis. Also be sure to add context around when readers will get
the newsletters (does this product come daily or on a specific day of the week, and
when?).
❏ Run pop-ups on your site — These can be full-screen pop-ups, or toaster units that
pop-up from the bottom, corner, or top of the screen. Make sure you’re mindful of when
and where to show these. Most pop-ups can be targeted to show on specific devices (do
you want to treat mobile vs. desktop readers differently?) and at a specific point in the
reading experience (after a reader scrolls a certain percentage of the way down the
page, after a reader reads a certain number of stories, after a reader spends a certain
amount of time on site, or when a reader intends to exit your site).
❏ Make sure you run in-line CTAs — On any COVID-19 related story pages or resources,
consider adding a CTA at the top or bottom (or both) of the story alerting readers to your
coronavirus-related newsletters. Make sure you link to a page where readers can easily
sign up for these.
Here’s an example from the Texas Tribune courtesy of News Revenue Hub:

❏ Create unique sign-up pages for these new newsletters — Build simple sign-up pages or
forms where readers can sign up for these newsletters. Highlight the value proposition
for readers and the timing of the newsletter. Consider creating short URLs (i.e.
yoursite.com/coronavirusnewsletter) that your staff can easily share on other channels.
❏ Consider your paid strategy — Consider directly promoting your sign-up pages for
newsletters, or drive traffic to resource pages where there are clear CTAs to sign-up for
your newsletter.

The Newsletter Guide has a good section on how to think about the debate that often consumes
newsrooms over how much “friction” or intrusiveness you want to introduce and when it
degrades the user experience. It’s both an art and a science -- requiring good judgment
accompanied by hard numbers to test your assumptions. In general, though, systems that
recognize logged-in users or repeat visitors and allow you to customize the presentation and
frequency of your CTAs, provide the best experience.
Depending on your budget, you may want to consider targeted paid search and paid social
campaigns as a means of capturing additional qualified audience.

Measurement
Do you know how you’ll measure success with these newsletters? Dan suggests the following:
❏ Newsletter engagement — Think about a few key metrics here: Unique open rate,
click-to-open rate (the percentage of readers who opened a newsletter and clicked on at
least one link), total clicks to your site, replies and direct engagement with readers
❏ Audience growth — Newsletter list growth, new readers signed up for newsletters, the
number of readers signed up for multiple newsletter products
❏ Revenue growth — New subscriptions or donations to your news organization, the
percentage of new readers who convert to supporters
But the Newsletter Guide also cautions against getting too consumed with sheer numbers. The
real point is to understand your audience, what motivates them and, if you’re trying to drive
reader revenue, what might ultimately cause them to donate or subscribe.
“Sharing real insights about audience acquisition—instead of summary statistics that are all too
easily manipulated—requires a shift in mindset. When thinking and talking about acquisition, we
need to focus on why, such as:
●
●
●
●
●

Building a more loyal audience
Providing a public service at a time of crisis
Creating impact for your community
Shining a spotlight on corruption or wrongdoing during this crisis
Showcasing the value of local journalism

Revenue
If you want to do a deep dive on revenue, the Newsletter Guide has a long section on email
monetization, that covers everything from paid newsletters to advertising to subscription.
More immediately Dan has some quick suggestions:
❏ Feature CTAs to support your news organization within regular newsletters — Add a
promotional banner or line to your newsletters reminding readers of the value that your
organization provides at a time like this, and link to a page where readers can directly
support your work.
❏ Build specific asks into your onboarding series — Add at least one Talking Head-style
email into your onboarding series walking readers through the value that your
organization provides, and then ask readers to support your work. For readers who may
have donated recently or cannot afford to do so, offer other ways for them to support
your organization, like sharing the newsletter or a specific resources page with their
friends and family.
❏ Consider sending one-off emails to readers asking for support — This sort of ask can be
built into a Letter from the Editor-style email or sent as a one-off Talking Head to all
readers.
News Revenue Hub has also put together a useful set of templates for how to develop what
they call a Sprint Campaign.
“If your newsroom is covering coronavirus in a meaningful, high quality way, you might want to
ask your community for support. We've provided a sprint-style campaign below that could be
used to raise awareness around the critical role journalism provides during a crisis like this.”

Curated Examples
In the pages that follow, Jim Brady has excerpted and annotated and examples of newsletter
elements that he found to be particularly effective in managing coronavirus coverage. Although
many are taken from larger publications, the individual elements are things that can often be
implemented by small sites.

WIRED
This Distractions section is a smart
addition to WIRED’s newsletter. The
news above this block is mostly stuff
that will make you angry, sad or
scared. So to immediately follow with
a block of more uplifting news shows
you understand the emotional
journey your own newsletter is
creating.

This is a smart use of a
consistent newsletter
ending block. This
anchors the newsletter
every day, and while the
items change here and
there, the basic point is
the same: Here is
timeless information on
how to take care of
yourself in this crazy
time. It also serves as a
subtle reminder that
you’re getting to the end
of the newsletter.

There are so many
questions about how to
manage your own behavior
during this crisis. But
instead of a full FAQ in the
newsletter, WIRED is
pulling out one question a
day to make this more
digestible from a newsletter
perspective. If you want a
fuller download, the first
question of the COVID-19 care package is a list of answers to the most
popular questions.

NEW YORK TIMES

The Times smartly
leads its newsletter
with this huge map
that shows the
spread of the
pandemic. It’s not
clickable, but it’s a
great visual way to
start the newsletter.

This headline block
that’s above the
handcrafted text is a
nice way to get a
quick summary of
the day’s COVID-19
news. Note that this
does not include the
stories that the
newsletter touches
on, only those that
will NOT be referenced below. This is smart, and a good way to avoid
repetition on a story that already has so many facets.

Note the subtle
tonal shift the
Times uses in its
newsletter. The
“(and we)” in the
second graph is
something that
would not find its
way into a more traditional piece of Times journalism. It’s more casual and
personal, which is befitting for a newsletter product.

This isn’t an earth-shattering innovation,
but in a time when many people are
stuck at home (many alone), it’s
important to share the voices of regular
people. So running one quote a day is

smart, and also gives those who are alone at home some way to reach out.

This is another part of
the newsletter with a
strong personal touch.
It is written as if the
author is talking to
you. Note the liberal
use of words like you,
your, you’re, etc.

WBUR - Boston’s NPR Station

WBUR basically
leads the brutal, but
crucial summary of
the previous day’s
COVID stats
(tempered by an
initial reference to
the day’s weather). It’s painful, but it’s a smart way to summarize things and
build habit around the daily delivery of the newsletter.

BUZZFEED
This is so smart, and I
have not seen it in
other COVID
newsletters yet. I
assume these
newsletters are getting
forwarded pretty
aggressively, so why
not use some space to
potentially capture
those second-wave
readers?

Buzzfeed also closes out
its newsletter with
something fun that’s
usually pulled off social.

QUARTZ

This is a great
personal topper.
The voice is
intimate and asks
you to contribute,
etc. And the last
line nicely leads
you into the
news.

And they’re not kidding
about those charts.
There are a bunch of
them, all conveniently
embedded into the
email. These allow the
reader to get the info
they need without a
click.

ARIZONA REPUBLIC
Another good example of
two-way communication.
The Republic solicits
questions, answers them
and aggregates the
answers.

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER
Some sites seem to feel
asking aggressively for
support in these times is
somehow insensitive. But
if you’re not asking now,
when will you? The
Enquirer is doing it
smartly and in a way that
is almost an aside. But
it’s at the top of the
newsletter, so you can’t
really miss it. I liked this approach.

NPR
This newsletter
has a really
strong,
personable voice.
Here’s a good
example.

It also closes
with a nicely
titled feature
“OUR
MOMENT OF
GOODNESS.”
Even in a
newsletter
about a global
pandemic -maybe even
especially in
one -- we need
to balance the
tone and this
does it nicely.

LOS ANGELES TIMES
This was the
cleanest and best
local data
presentation of
COVID’s human
toll. A good model
for any local site
that still wants to
tell the big picture.

A good newsletter is
almost always broken up
into sections, and how you
title those sections is
really important. Here,
LAT breaks its advice into
two distinct but important
categories: “How to Stay
Safe” & “How to Stay
Sane.” They are so similar
in content and cadence
and thus work really well
together.

TEXAS TRIBUNE
Not even “our
readers.”
The invitation to get
involved in coverage
always adds a nice
touch, especially if
phrased in a personal tone. This isn’t the perfect example, but better than a
header I saw on another newsletter: “Answering the Readers.”

BLOCK CLUB CHICAGO

A nice humanizing
sentiment from
Block Club. This
goes a long way to
building a
connection to
readers. It’s also
nice to promote
local artists
creating work off
this crisis.

This was a nice strong visual promotion for financial support. And the allcapped “YOU” is a personalized point of emphasis. This is in their
newsletter every day.

Block Club also has a deep
resource guide at the end of
its newsletter that serves as
sort of an FAQ. It’s long
(maybe too long, as it goes
on even longer than this
screenshot), but there is
something comforting about
knowing it’s there every day.

CHARLOTTE AGENDA
This is a simplebut-effective newsletter
top. A familiar skyline,
and a friendly, casual
greeting from your
newsletter guide.

The Agenda also
features a nice mix of
curation and original
work, and it’s
transparent about
which is which. But
curation is a way to be
comprehensive to your
readers, which is why
everyone should be
doing it.

And check out the email address the Agenda’s newsletter comes from. Even it
is personal and casual.

CAL MATTERS

They do a good job of
promoting their virtual
events in their newsletter,
with a strong signup button.

